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Aluminium Foil Tape
STUK Aluminium Repair Tape is a foil tape
used extensively in the glass industry for
sealing double-glazed units; however, this
tape can do so much more. Its appetite for
extreme heat (up to 120 °C) makes it superb
for high temperature repairs, heating & airconditioning ductwork. Its moisture resistance
makes this tape a superb vapour/moisture
barrier when joining materials together. It
reflects both heat & light making it a must for
all trades-people and DIY enthusiasts.
Protecting wires from heat and light, STUK
Aluminium Repair Tape will boost your sales
with its attractive packaging.
Available in 50mm & 75mm widths.

Builder’s PVC Tape
STUK Builder’s PVC Tape has a strong, versatile
adhesive coated onto a heavy-duty PVC carrier,
making this tape a must for builders and
people who enjoy DIY. Ideal for jointing
polythene & PVC sheets, membranes, and
other loose-lay materials, this tape is often
used as a contamination barrier or dust seal.
Flame retardant, high-tack and super-strong,
this product has many uses within industry,
construction & DIY.
Black & white, 50mm & 75mm widths.

Clear All-Weather Greenhouse Repair Tape
STUK Clear All Weather Repair Tape, often
referred to as ‘Greenhouse Tape’, is a strong
polyethylene carrier coated with an aggressive,
UV-stable, acrylic adhesive. A convenient, easy
to tear product, STUK Clear All Weather Repair
Tape is extensively used for repairing
polythene tunnels and cracked panes of glass
in the greenhouse. Its unique properties enable
it to remain in position when left in direct
sunlight, and this tape will not impair vision or
light. In construction & industry, this tape is
used for jointing polythene and PVC sheets,
especially when left in sunlight. 50mm x 25m.

Plasterboard Jointing Scrim Tape
STUK Plasterboard Scrim Tape is widely used
for jointing sheets of plasterboard in dry-lining
applications, eliminating the need for preplastering. Its flexible properties prevent
bubbling. A high-tack, self-adhesive,
fibreglass mesh tape, STUK Plasterboard Scrim
Tape is also superb for small repairs to cracks
& holes in walls. A full 90-metre trade roll in
full STUK livery: a must for all builders’
merchants and DIY/hardware stores.
50mm wide, packed with 24 rolls per outer
carton.

Reinforced Strapping Tape
STUK Reinforced Strapping Tape is a premium
product for heavy-duty packaging, reinforcing,
and strapping/bundling of awkward items.
Much used within the steel industry for
banding steel tubes and rods, most builders
have a roll or two of this product to keep all
items safe in transit. The tape has a reinforced
glass filament running across the width and
down the length – unbelievably strong. Allied
to a high-tack, aggressive adhesive, this is the
product to have for heavy-duty packaging.
Almost impossible to snap or break.

PVC Electrical Tape - Assorted Display
STUK PVC Electrical Tape is flame retardant
and manufactured to a very high standard,
complying with the British Standard No. 3924.
Self-extinguishing, this tape is perfect for
insulating electrical wires. STUK PVC Electrical
Tape has an easy unwind formula, making it
simple to use. Available in this high-impact
counter display unit containing the perfect mix
of colours for retail, an excellent selling tool
for the modern retailer, STUK PVC Electrical
Tape is a must for all good retailers and
merchants. 19mm wide x 20m.
Also available in trade-style tower packs, a
triple pack, and 4.5m rolls.

PVC Electrical Tape - Trade Packs 20m
STUK PVC Electrical Tape is flame retardant
and manufactured to a very high standard,
complying with the British Standard No. 3924.
Self-extinguishing, this tape is perfect for
insulating electrical wires. STUK PVC Electrical
Tape has an easy unwind formula, making it
simple to use. Each roll is individually wrapped
and STUK branded, then 10 rolls of one colour
are shrink-wrapped together, making a good
trade pack or lower cost retail alternative to
the stunning assorted display pack. STUK PVC
Electrical Tape is a must for all good retailers
and merchants.

Simply Electrical Tape
A fabulous three roll pack of electrical tape, in
three colours: red, black and white. All rolls are
19mm wide and 10 metres in length. The rolls
are sealed in an attractive printed bag,
complete with euro-slot for retail peg
merchandising where required. For that extra
sale, 24 packs are presented in one of STUK’s
fine counter top display units, using highimpact colours to motivate impulse sales.

PVC Electrical Tape - Trade Packs 4.5m
STUK PVC Electrical Tape is flame retardant
and manufactured to a very high standard,
complying with the British Standard No. 3924.
Self-extinguishing, this tape is perfect for
insulating electrical wires. STUK PVC Electrical
Tape has an easy unwind formula, making it
simple to use. Each roll is individually wrapped
and STUK branded, then 10 rolls of one colour
are shrink-wrapped together, making a good
trade pack or lower cost retail alternative to
the stunning assorted display pack. STUK PVC
Electrical Tape is a must for all good retailers
and merchants.

PTFE Threadseal Tape - Water & Gas Grades
STUK PTFE Threadseal Tape is malleable,
deformable, & impermeable. STUK PTFE Tape
acts a little like putty under compression,
being forced into small gaps between threads
in order to create an air/ watertight seal when
threaded into a joint. One of the defining
characteristics of PTFE is how good it is at
defeating friction. The use of PTFE tape in
tapered pipe threads performs a lubricating
function, which more easily allows the threads
to be screwed together, to the point of
deformation, which is what creates the
majority, if not all, of the seal. Available in
“Water” & “Gas” grades.

“999” Emergency Repair Tape - SelfAmalgamating
STUK produce a fantastic self-amalgamating
tape which bonds to itself after 60 minutes.
This forms a watertight, airtight seal, with
numerous applications. Repair a leaking
hosepipe, seal electrical connections - widely
used in satellite dish installations - colour
code and seal tools, repair burst washing
machine pipes. The list goes on.
Available in this attractive counter display unit
extolling the great benefits of this wonderful
product. 19mm wide and 5 metres long.

Instant SOS Emergency Repair Tape
Instant SOS is a self-fusing silicone repair tape.
This tape, used in the same way as “999”,
bonds to itself within 30 seconds, and can be
used when conditions are wet. Resists fuel, oil,
acid, saltwater, damp and many other
conditions that would leave lesser tapes
completely stranded. When you have an
emergency - and you need an instant solution
- this is the one.
Available in black, red and clear.

